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Abstract 
The risk on financial markets drives the performance of stock market investments in a national capital market, hence its 
interpretation in the minds of investors has a large influence on the dynamics of asset prices. The academic inclusion of fear on 
the financial markets is realized by the use of the concept of utility in a field that became mostly empirical in the development of 
modern finance. The creation of models on financial markets takes into account the so-called downside volatility reaction, as a 
stylized fact defined as the negative correlation between the return of a financial asset and the volatility of that asset. Our paper 
aims to measure this asymmetric volatility effect on the dynamics of Eastern European stock markets by using a wide set of 
GARCH models with coefficients for the effect of asymmetry and to detect its connection with the development of the 
macroeconomic environment. The objective is to reflect the differences between this connection and similar ones specific to 
developed economies. 
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1. Introduction 
The link between stock prices or stock returns and their volatility represents a key element in financial applications. 
Several studies demonstrated empirically that there is a negative correlation between returns and conditional variance. 
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In other words, it has been observed that volatility is higher in market downswings that in market upturns. This 
phenomenon is called asymmetric volatility and has been strongly investigated in contributions like: Bekaert and Wu 
(2000), Wu 2001 or Jackwerth and Vilkov (2014). 
Dennis et al (2006) observe that asymmetric volatility can also be defined as a negative correlation between the 
returns and innovations in expected volatility. In addition to this, the authors state that the scientific literature is 
discussing whether this phenomenon is firm-specific or on the contrary market-wide.  
Econometric modeling initiatives targeting the analysis of the asymmetric volatility phenomenon (henceforth AVP) date 
back to Black (1976) and Christie (1982) which offer a leverage-based formulation of the concept. Black (1976) 
employs daily data ranging from 1964 to 1975 for a series of 30 stocks in order to observe the dynamics of volatility 
changes and returns. The returns are grouped into 21 day summed values and the volatility is estimated statistically. The 
main conclusion of the study is that for every decline in returns, the volatility increase is higher. 
On the basis of data representing a series of 379 stocks observed during the 1962-1928 period, Christie (1982) 
derives the following equation in order to model the relation between volatility and returns: 
 
Where  and  represent the estimations for volatility and returns over a given quarter. The results indicate a 
positive link between volatility and leverage. 
Schwert (1989) extends the leverage hypothesis without obtaining a clear causality relation between leverage and the 
dynamics of volatility.  
Bekaert and Wu (2000) review the AVP literature consulting 15 different approaches and report several conflicting 
empirical results. French, Schewert and Stambaugh (1986) and Campbell and Hentschel (1992) observe that the relation 
between volatility and the expected return has a positive nature. On the other hand, Glosten, Jagannathan and Runkle 
(1993) and Nelson (1991) report that this relation is negative. Besides this lack of consensus, a further division exists in 
the way in which the models are constructed. One approach considers AVP at the market level, while the other focuses 
on the firm or portfolio. The first approach is based on the time-varying risk premium assumption and it is generally 
studied through the use of the GARCH family of models whichcompute the link between return innovations and the 
conditional volatility of returns. The second approach incorporates the leverage hypothesis and is in general a regression 
analysis that generates as output the causal relation between the level of volatility specific to a time frame and the level 
of returns specific to the previous one. Bekaert and Wu (2000) try to incorporate both these perspectives in a model that 
also considers covariance asymmetry as firstly documented by Kroner and Ng (1998). These approaches have been 
extended since is what became a strong stream of scientific literature. 
Cheung and Ng (1992) study the relation between future volatility and current market prices using a series of daily 
returns from 1962 to 1989. Using an EGARCH model, they show that over a time span the conditional variances tend to 
became less reactive to price variations. 
An original explanation of the negative relation that characterizes stock returns and fluctuations in future volatility is 
put forward by Duffee (1995). He bases his argumentation on the contemporaneous link between the two parameters 
and proposes the following regression functions: 
 
 
Koutmos (1998) sets out to investigate whether the conditional mean and the conditional variance of stock returns 
can be expressed as asymmetric functions of the past data. Using a Threshold GARCH model and a series of data 
specific to nine national stock markets, the author reports that both parameters react asymmetrically to previous existing 
information, demonstrating the leverage effect.  
Blair Poon and Taylor (2002) analyze the volatility of the S&P 100 index adapting the asymmetric volatility model 
of Glosten et al. (1993). They conclude that the index has a higher volatility reaction to negative returns than to the 
positive ones.  
Chuhsiung and Chen (2003) examine the asymmetric volatility of all the individual stocks in the Taiwan stock 
market between 1993 and 2001. The authors find that 15% of the companies displayed asymmetric return volatility 
before the Asian financial crisis and 25% after. 
The study of the asymmetric properties of volatility remains a current research topic. Hasanhodzic and Lo (2011) 
contradict the general leverage theory as proposed by Black (1976). Building on a sample of all-equity-financed firms, 
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they demonstrate that the relationship between volatility and stock prices isn’t determined by financial leverage. Eraker 
and Wu (2013) analyze the returns generated by investing in VIX futures and VIX Exchange Traded Notes and 
document a substantial negative return for both elements. Jackwerth and Vilkov (2014) investigate the asymmetric 
volatility risk focusing on its role in asset pricing.  
The literature linking financial applications and macroeconomic dynamics is also vast and extensive. Results related 
to our current topic can be found in Albu et al (2014a), Albu et al (2014b), or Albu et al (2014c). 
2. Data and methodology 
Our objective is to rely on the fitting power of two types of volatility models (from a large set of specifications) – 
one with normal errors and the other one with skewed errors – to investigate whether there exists a downside volatility 
that could explain the long-term dynamics of the economic growth. The connection with the macroeconomic lower 
frequency variables is realized by using a MIDAS methodology that allows for regression with different frequencies. 
We are using daily data for equity indices from Poland, Czech Republic, Hungary and Romania, for the common 
period ranging from October 20th 2000 until September 18th 2014, i.e. a series of 3630 days. The main statistical 
properties of the log-returns for these equity indices are presented in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 – Statistical properties of Equity Returns 
  Means 
Standard 
Deviations Maximums Minimums Skewness Kurtosis 
Poland 0.000336 0.012686 0.064434 -0.08289 -0.30273 6.287993 
Czech Republic 0.000186 0.014398 0.123641 -0.16185 -0.50034 16.35189 
Hungary  0.000231 0.015625 0.131777 -0.12649 -0.06876 9.470583 
Romania 0.000721 0.016001 0.115445 -0.13117 -0.43457 11.52832 
 
We notice that the log-returns exhibit the regular statistical properties identified for the daily frequency in many 
studies ((Cont 2001) is one of these studies). For the GDP data for the same countries we are using quarterly data 
covering the period from quarter 4 2000 until quarter 1 2014. The histograms for the dynamics of the GDP are 
presented in Figure 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.1. : Histograms for changes in GDP 
 
Our analysis uses a battery of volatility models that are fitted on the series of stock market indices analyzed with a 
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daily frequency. Our objective here is to estimate a battery of volatility models covering eight specifications with two 
types of errors and to observe the distances between the volatilities produced by these models in order to understand if 
they are informative as far as the macroeconomic long-term dynamics are concerned. 
In this respect we are using the standard specifications of the GARCH model, the EGARCH model of (Nelson 1991), 
the GJR-GARCH model of (Glosten, Jagannathan, and Runkle 1993), the APARCH model under the specification 
created by (Ding, Granger, and Engle 1993), the ZARCH specification as in (Zakoian 1994), the NAGARCH model 
with a specification developed by (Engle and Ng 1993), the IGARCH model as built by (Engle and Bollerslev 1986) 
and the FIGARCH model under the specification developed in (Baillie, Bollerslev, and Mikkelsen 1996). More each 
model specification we are using the simple (1,1) specification, i.e. the one-lag ARCH term and one-lag GARCH term.  
Each of these models will be estimated for two types of errors – normally distributed and skewed. Therefore we are 
using a Matlab procedure† that allows us to perform estimates of these sixteen specifications (each of the eight models 
with two types of errors) for each of the equity indices in our analysis.  
Basically, all the models in our specification allow for change in the series of log-returns according to a 
heteroskedastic diffusion 
 
 
and the dynamics of the volatility  i.e.  are governed by different equations: 
 , for the GARCH model 
 , for the EGARCH model 
 , for the GJR-GARCH model 
 , for the APARCH model 
 , for the ZARCH model 
 , for the NAGARCH model 
 , for the IGARCH model 
 , for the FIGARCH model 
 
The connection between the changes in GDP and the differences in the fitted variances as estimated by the various 
volatility models is performed via the MIDAS analysis, meaning Mi(xed) Da(ta) S(ampling), according to (Andreou, 
Ghysels, and Kourtellos 2013)‡. In this framework a connection between two different frequencies can be realized by 
hyperparameterizing a polynomial lag structure to achieve the following ADL-MIDAS ( ) regression 
 
 
In the fitting performed in our estimations we are using a weighting scheme under the specification of a two 
parameter exponential Almon lag polynomial: 
 
 
†We use the MFE Matlab toolbox developed by Kevin Sheppard. 
‡ Our MIDAS estimates are produced by using the Matlab toolbox developed by Hang Qian, which is a repack of 
the MIDAS program written by Eric Ghysels and available on the Matlab File Exchange 
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According to this specification, under the methodology developed by (Andreou, Ghysels, and Kourtellos 2013), we 
can obtain a linear projection of the variable with high frequency,  (the differences in the series of estimated 
volatilities using volatility models with the two types of errors) on the variable with lower frequency, , represented 
by the quarterly changes in GDP for the four countries in our analysis. 
 
3. Results 
The first series of our results are presented in Table 2, in which we provide the fitted likelihood values for each 
specification and each equity index with the two types of errors. The results are showing that the set of chosen volatility 
models are well suited for the large series of stock market indices employed in our analysis. 
 
Table 2 – Likelihood values for the estimated models for each equity index in our sample 
Volatility model Poland Czech Republic Hungary  Romania 
GARCH with Normal Errors 11067.23 10966.16 10422.58 10593.86 
GARCH with Skewed Errors 11142.32 11050.53 10466.91 10784.81 
EGARCH with Normal Errors 11070.84 10982.07 10425.18 10546.22 
EGARCH with Skewed Errors 11144.81 11058.25 10398.65 10785.5 
GJR-GARCH with Normal Errors 11077.66 10991.04 10441.58 10597.09 
GJR-GARCH with Skewed Errors 11149.35 11063.44 10479.71 10788.41 
APARCH with Normal Errors 11077.64 10993.37 10441.63 10602.03 
APARCH with Skewed Errors 11149.36 11064.92 10479.77 10789.32 
ZARCH with Normal Errors 11067.13 10986.54 10427.78 10535.64 
ZARCH with Skewed Errors 11142.6 11060.51 10471.26 10781.63 
NAGARCH with Normal Errors 11083.73 11002.31 10443.62 10600.89 
NAGARCH with Skewed Errors 11153.69 11070.5 10480.64 10788.99 
IGARCH with Normal Errors 11062.67 10957.92 10413.62 10590.09 
IGARCH with Skewed Errors 11140.36 11046.31 10461.87 10784.82 
FIGARCH with Normal Errors 11071.2 10961.99 10426.46 10619.58 
FIGARCH with Skewed Errors 11146.25 11054.14 10468.82 10801.67 
 
For each fit we obtained a set of 3630 variances for each specification, resulting in 64 time series corresponding to 
the respective time range.  
In order to investigate the possible impact of the asymmetric dynamics of equity returns on the GDP time series we 
computed the differences between the variances obtained with normal errors and the variances obtained with skewed 
errors.  
Our assumption here is that this distance could be a possible proxy for the Black effect, i.e. the stylized fact 
according to which the returns are negatively correlated with the volatilities. This approach is fed by the view that the 
estimated variances for the case of normal errors preserve the asymmetry phenomenon, as the simple specifications do 
not succeed to capture and adjust accordingly, while in the other case the skewed errors will capture this asymmetry and 
the corresponding estimated variances will be only be responsible for the rest of the variation properties. 
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Fig. 2: Statistical properties of the differences in the estimated variances for all the models across the four countries 
 
In Figure 2 we can see these differences for each country and each model. In the horizontal axis we have models 1 to 
8 corresponding to the specification presented in the methodology section, i.e. models GARCH, EGARCH, GJR-
GARCH, APARCH, ZARCH, NAGARCH, IGARCH and FIGARCH respectively. We can notice that the dynamics of 
these differences tend to be rather similar for the case of Poland, Czech Republic (an exception in the case of the 
FIGARCH model) and Hungary (a small exception in the case of the EGARCH model) but a bit different in the case of 
Romania.  
These differences were used further as explanatory variables in a series of MIDAS regressions where the dependent 
variable was considered the quarterly change in GDP. Table 3 provides the results of these regressions, which are 
performed for all the series of differences across all models and countries. 
 
Table 3 – MIDAS regression results for dependence of quarterly GDP changes on differences in the fitted volatilities for each model for 
normal and skewed errors 
 
POLAND GARCH EGARCH GJR-GARCH APARCH ZARCH NAGARCH IGARCH FIGARCH 
Parameters -3563.18 -1740.24 -4265.6527 -2871.59 -2002 -2461.862 -2391.36 2847.196 
T-stats NaN -1.34101 NaN NaN NaN -1.263388 NaN NaN 
R-squared 0.381739 0.371094 0.39163815 0.377295 0.357078 0.3721659 0.357136 0.362639 
CZECH REPUBLIC 
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GARCH EGARCH GJR-GARCH APARCH ZARCH NAGARCH IGARCH FIGARCH 
Parameters 211.7053 218.6013 205.028322 172.6737 167.1992 166.72788 264.6182 -32.2038 
T-stats NaN NaN NaN 1.927137 1.659377 NaN NaN NaN 
R-squared 0.569806 0.546879 0.55023575 0.541249 0.536039 0.5439561 0.575588 0.52585 
HUNGARY GARCH EGARCH GJR-GARCH APARCH ZARCH NAGARCH IGARCH FIGARCH 
Parameters 541.9884 16.23301 282.271799 944.8593 -129.244 410.71716 988.5313 929.6506 
T-stats 0.500806 NaN NaN NaN -0.10612 0.2635753 NaN NaN 
R-squared 0.204107 0.200496 0.2005547 0.213251 0.199849 0.2008729 0.210899 0.205123 
ROMANIA GARCH EGARCH GJR-GARCH APARCH ZARCH NAGARCH IGARCH FIGARCH 
Parameters -30.9282 -20.6348 -28.458594 80.15983 -29.5633 -25.09723 -129.903 -200.224 
T-stats NaN -0.92328 NaN 1.416135 -0.82869 NaN NaN NaN 
R-squared 0.220331 0.224756 0.2217237 0.239679 0.229196 0.2169169 0.31386 0.256792 
 
We notice that the statistical significance of these regressions is rather low, but the goodness of fit measure is quite 
important for all the fitted regression, and quite high in the case of Czech Republic and Poland. These results could be 
dependent on the fact that the dependence of macroeconomic growth on the dynamics of stock markets is quite small in 
the case of Romania anyway, so a small impact was expected in this case. However, the measure of R squared is quite 
important, when compared with the simple regression of GDP dynamics of the stock market dynamics. 
4. Concluding remarks: 
This paper proposes the investigation of the extent to which the asymmetry phenomenon observed in the series of 
variances, according to which stock market returns are negatively correlated to their respective time-varying volatilities, 
could represent a factor that has economic significance reflected in the dynamics of the GDP. Being a stylized fact, 
therefore a stable property for the time series of stock market returns, this phenomenon could be connected to the larger 
spectrum of default probabilities for the companies listed at the stock exchange and could provide a measure of the 
beliefs of market participants as far as the long-term dynamics could stand for in the characterization of a large 
economy. 
In order to be able to quantify this phenomenon we are using a proxy determined by the differences in the variances 
estimated by two types of volatility models – one with normally distributed errors, and another one with skewed errors. 
The differences between these two sets of volatilities will capture the existence of the phenomenon of asymmetry in 
volatilities and can be observed with a daily frequency. 
Using a large battery of volatility models we noted that these differences preserve approximately the same features in 
the case of Poland, Czech Republic and Hungary, with rather different properties in the case of Romania.  
Taking into account this result, we continued the analysis by regressing the set of quarterly GDP changes on the 
daily differences via a MIDAS methodology. Our results show rather high goodness of fit measures, especially in the 
case of Poland and Czech Republic and quite important in the case of Hungary and Romania, even though the 
dependence coefficients are not statistically significant. 
This investigation will set the stage for further inquiries that will consist in finding the place of the asymmetry 
phenomenon in the dynamics of stock market indices by using a larger set of dependent variables like the industrial 
production, the currency changes or the interest rates. In the same vein, a continuation of this study could rely on the 
possible consideration of this phenomenon as a pricing factor for the dynamics of stock markets, therefore the proper 
inclusion in an APT model could be fruitful. 
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